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Logitech Universal Folio Black Bluetooth QWERTY US International

Brand : Logitech Product code: 920-008334

Product name : Universal Folio

Universal Folio with integrated keyboard for 9-10 inch tablets

Logitech Universal Folio Black Bluetooth QWERTY US International:

Enjoy comfortable laptop-like typing on your favorite 9-10 inch tablet. Universal Folio locks your tablet at
an optimal angle for typing and holds firm on any surface from a desk to your lap. Designed to protect
your tablet from everyday wear and tear including spills. Universal Folio is easy to setup, and features a
reliable Bluetooth® 3.0 connection. Keyboard sleep mode preserves power of the long lasting 2-year
battery. Dedicated function and shortcut keys work with iOS, Android™, or Windows® making Universal
Folio an indispensable tool for tablet lovers.
Logitech Universal Folio. Keyboard layout: QWERTY, Keyboard language: US International. Brand
compatibility: Any brand, Product colour: Black, LED indicators: Bluetooth, Power. Connectivity
technology: Wireless, Device interface: Bluetooth. Power source: Battery, Battery type: CR2032. Mobile
operating systems supported: iOS, Android

Keyboard
Keyboard layout * QWERTY
Keyboard language * US International
Numeric keypad *
Performance
Brand compatibility * Any brand
Product colour * Black
Cover *
Backlight *
LED indicators Bluetooth, Power
Ports & interfaces
Connectivity technology * Wireless
Device interface * Bluetooth
Power
Power source * Battery
Battery type CR2032
Number of batteries supported 2

System requirements
Mobile operating systems supported iOS, Android
Windows operating systems
supported
Weight & dimensions
Width 211 mm
Depth 25 mm
Height 269 mm
Packaging data
Package width 37 mm
Package depth 236 mm
Package height 286 mm
Package weight 626 g
Logistics data
Master (outer) case width 333 mm
Master (outer) case length 253 mm
Master (outer) case height 315 mm
Master (outer) case gross weight 5.81 kg
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